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Book Descriptions:

brother dcp-7060d service manual

Keep this manual in a convenient place for quick and easy reference at all times. December 2010
SMFAX122 8C5E01. Apple and Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the United
States and other countries. PCL is either a trademark or a registered trademark of HewlettPackard
Company in the United States and other countries. The label shown below is attached in countries
where required. This product has a Class 3B Laser Diode which emits invisible laser radiation in the
scanner unit. It means that at the end of the life of the equipment you must dispose of it separately
at an appropriate collection point and not place it in the normal domestic unsorted waste stream.
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by Brother Industries, Ltd.Confidential. Operation
is subject to the following two conditions 1 this device may not cause interference, and 2 this device
must accept any interference, including interference that may cause undesired operation of this
device. This product complies with FDA performance standards for laser products except for
deviations pursuant to Laser Notice No. CAUTION In case of any trouble with the laser unit, replace
the laser unit itself. To prevent direct exposure to the laser beam, do not try to open the enclosure of
the laser unit. Electrical Hazard icons alert you to a possible electrical shock. Hot Surface icons
warn you not to touch machine parts that are hot. Cautions specify procedures you must follow or
avoid to prevent possible damage to the machine or other objects. WARNING There are high voltage
electrodes inside the machine. Before you clean the inside of the machine or replace parts, make
sure that you have turned off the power switch and unplugged the machine from the AC power
outlet. Doing this may cause a fire or electrical shock. If the machine becomes hot, blows smoke, or
generates obscure odor, immediately turn off the power switch and unplug the machine from the AC
power outlet.http://www.cargoaircon.ru/userfiles/cx4-manual.xml

brother dcp 7060d service manual, brother dcp-7060d service manual, brother
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DO NOT carry the machine by holding it at the bottom. To prevent injuries, be careful not to put
your hands on the edge of the product under the scanner as shown in the illustrations. The figures
below show unscannable areas. Usage Document Size Top 1 Left 2 Bottom 1 Right 2 Letter 3 mm
0.12 inch 3.95 mm 0.15 inch 3 mm 0.12 inch 3 mm 0.12 inch Copy. If any error message appears,
refer to this chapter to find which parts should be checked or replaced. The latter half of this
chapter provides sample problems which could occur in the main sections of the machine and
related troubleshooting procedures. It is impossible to anticipate all of the possible troubles which
may occur in future and determine the troubleshooting procedures, so this chapter covers some
sample troubles. Separation roller and Separate into single sheet from the paper tray. Separation
pad Paper edge actuator Detect the rear edge of paper, and identify the paper size. With paper edge
actuator model only Registration front actuator. The function to detect by the light sensor is not
installed. As this machine is not equipped with a toner sensor as conventional models are, it
manages the level of remaining toner by dot count during printing and the number of rotations of
the develop roller. The drum counter is based on the number of pages actually printed for every
drum unit. Whenever it replace for a new drum unit, it is necessary to reset this number of sheets. If
the machine does not work normally it judges that an error has occurred, and indicates the
corresponding error message on the LCD, which in turn helps the service men to quickly find out the
problem. Error Codes The errors with a mesh background in the table below do not occur in the
normal operation. An unidentified error occurred. 235 241 Continue printing An unidentified error
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occurred. 236 An unidentified error occurred. 241 An unidentified error occurred.F1 An unidentified
error occurred. 270 FA An unidentified error occurred.http://ipm-sol.com/userfiles/cx400-manual.xml

270 F2 An unidentified error occurred. 270 FB An unidentified error occurred. Error Error Message
Description Refer to codes Access Denied The function you want to use is restricted by 2104 Secure
Function Lock. Remote terminal not equipped with color function. 2101 Illegal coding system
requested. 2101 Illegal recording width requested. The conceivable causes are noise around the
installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in the software. The
conceivable causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage,
and failures in the software. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs.. The conceivable causes are
noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in the
software. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. Error code 1B Drum Stop We cannot guarantee
the print quality. The conceivable causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the
power supply voltage, and failures in the software. Too Many Trays Maximum number of optional
trays is one. Remove additional trays. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. The conceivable
causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in
the software. Print Unable 25 Turn the power off and then back on again. Error, which cannot be
specified, occurs. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. Error code 2E Print Unable 2E Turn the
power off and then back on again. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. Error code 2F Print
Unable 2F Turn the power off and then back on again. Step Cause Remedy Main PCB failure Replace
the main PCB ASSY. Step Cause Remedy Main PCB failure Replace the main PCB ASSY. The
conceivable causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage,
and failures in the software. Print Unable 3C Turn the power off and then back on again. Error,
which cannot be specified, occurs.

Step Cause Remedy Dirt on the electrode of the drum Clean the dirt on the contact points of the unit
and on the machine both electrodes. Error code 4B Replace Drum Error, which cannot be specified,
occurs. Error code 4C Drum End Soon Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. Error code 4D Drum
End Soon Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. The conceivable causes are noise around the
installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in the software. Replace PF
KitMP Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. Error code 52 Replace PF Kit Error, which cannot
be specified, occurs. Step Cause Remedy. The center thermistor of fuser unit detects error. Step
Cause Remedy Harness connection failure Check the harness connection between the between fuser
unit connector and fuser unit connector and paper eject sensor paper eject sensor PCB ASSY PCB
ASSY, and reconnect it. The conceivable causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of
the power supply voltage, and failures in the software. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs.
Error code 5B Short Paper Open the Back Cover and then press Start. Step Cause Remedy New
toner actuator catching on Correct the position of the new toner some position actuator. Fuser unit
error. Fuser unit error. The center and side thermistors detect extremely high temperature.
Detection of hardware. Step Cause Remedy Fuser unit connector connection Check the connector
connection of the failure fuser unit and reconnect it. Error code 72 Print Unable 72 Turn the power
off and then back on again. Beam detecting sensor error of the laser unit. Step Cause Remedy. Step
Cause Remedy Internal temperature sensor failure Replace the internal temperature sensor. Main
PCB failure Replace the main PCB ASSY. The conceivable causes are noise around the installation
site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in the software. Print Unable 7B Turn the
power off and then back on again.
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Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. The conceivable causes are noise around the installation
site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in the software. Error, which cannot be
specified, occurs.. Refer to the instructions in the carton of the new drum.The conceivable causes
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are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in the
software.Step Cause Remedy Main PCB failure Replace the main PCB ASSY. The conceivable causes
are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in the
software. Jam Tray 2 Remove the jammed paper from Tray 2. Error, which cannot be specified,
occurs. The conceivable causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply
voltage, and failures in the software. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. Error code 90 Size
mismatch Reload correct paper, then press Start. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. Error
code 98 Size mismatch Reload correct paper, then press Start. Error, which cannot be specified,
occurs. Error code 99 Size mismatch DX Press Job Cancel. The conceivable causes are noise around
the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in the software. Error,
which cannot be specified, occurs.. If it is jammed, remove Step Cause Remedy. The conceivable
causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in
the software. Scan Unable AE See Troubleshooting and routine maintenance chapter in Users Guide.
Error, which cannot be specified, occurs. Step Cause Remedy Document scanner unit failure
Replace the document scanner unit. Main PCB failure Replace the main PCB ASSY. The conceivable
causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in
the software. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs..
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The conceivable causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply
voltage, and failures in the software. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs.. The conceivable
causes are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in
the software. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs.. Step Cause Remedy. The conceivable causes
are noise around the installation site, fluctuation of the power supply voltage, and failures in the
software. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs.. Error, which cannot be specified, occurs.. Step
Cause Remedy Malfunction of firmware Rewrite the latest firmware. Step Cause Remedy Foreign
object around duplex tray Remove the foreign object around the duplex tray. Step Cause Remedy.
Unplug the machine from the AC power outlet, and leave the machine for a few minutes. Laser unit
failure Replace the laser unit.High temperature and high humidity or low temperature and low
humidity conditions can cause this problem. Step Cause Remedy. Step Cause Remedy. Step Cause
Remedy CIS unit failure Replace the document scanner unit.Step Cause Remedy AC cord failure
Replace the AC cord. Harness connection failure of panel Reconnect the panel PCB ASSY harness.
PCB ASSY Harness connection failure of LCD Check the harness connection between. Step Cause
Remedy Harness connection failure of low Check the harness connection of the low voltage power
supply PCB ASSY voltage power supply PCB ASSY, and reconnect it. Harness connection failure of
panel Reconnect the panel PCB ASSY harness. PCB ASSY Harness connection failure of LCD
Reconnect the LCD harness. The provided disassembly order flow enables you to take in the quickest
way to get an involved part at a glance. At the start of disassembling, you can check the disassembly
order flow which guides you through a shortcut to get to the part. WARNING Some parts inside the
machine are extremely hot immediately after the machine is used.
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l.pdf

When opening the front cover or back cover to access any parts inside the machine, never touch the
shaded parts shown in the following figures. Taptite bind B M4x12 Tray cover Bosses Back side view
Back side view Bosses Paper tray Fig. Plate up plate Hook Lift gear 46 Paper tray Fig. 311 6 Remove
the gear Z23M10Z14M75 and the gear Z19M10. Gear Z19M10 Paper tray Gear Z23M10Z14M75.
Taptite cup B M3x8 Code hook Taptite cup B M3x8 Code hook Fig. 313 332 Confidential. Main frame
L ASSY Boss Outer chute ASSY Boss. Knob Bossmain body Fuser cover. Fuser unit Green envelope
lever R Hooks. Front cover ASSY Support flap 1 Fig. 320 339 Confidential. Hook Upper handset
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cover Hook. Actuator hook PL Hook switch PCB Hook Lower handset cover Fig. 324 342
Confidential. Connector ADF sensor Connector. ADF unit Hinge ASSY L Guide hole. Document
stopper ADF unit Fig. Document sub tray ADF unit Fig. 332 348 Confidential. ADF cover ASSY ADF
unit Fig. 333 349 Confidential. Gear cover Hook Fig. 334 350 Confidential. Separation roller ASSY
Conductive bushing Conductive bushing Fig. 335 351 Confidential. Taptite cup B M3x10 Upper
Document chute ASSY SX Taptite cup B M3x10 Taptite cup B M3x10 Back side view Fig. Document
feed roller ASSY Conductive bushing Conductive bushing Fig. 338 354 Confidential. Taptite cup B
M3x10 Lower document chute ASSY Hook Document cover Fig. Ejection roller bushing M11 Ejection
roller ASSY Conductive bushing Conductive bushing Fig. Taptite cup S M3x6 SR FG harness Ferrite
core Connector. Ejection roller bushing M11 Drive frame ASSY SX ADF motor Taptite cup B M3x10.
Connector ADF sensor harness unit Document scanning position. Document cover ASSY Hinge L
Hook Hinge R Hook Hook Hook Fig. 345 361 Confidential. Document cover Taptite cup B M3x10
Hinge L support. Hook Document scanner unit Hook Pull arm R Pull arm L Fig. Pull arm spring Pull
arm R Pull arm L Pull arm guide Pull arm spring Pull arm guide. Flat cable Panel PCB ASSY Lock
Lock Hook Panel unit Hooks Fig.

Backlight guide Hooks Panel cover Fig. 354 2 Release the hooks to remove the LCD and the diffusion
film from the backlight guide. Diffusion film Hook Backlight guide Hook. Taptite bind B M4x12
Speaker cover Hook Fig. 357 372 Confidential. Taptite bind B M4x12 NCU shield Connector NCU
harness ASSY Taptite cup S M3x6 SR NCU ASSY Connector NCU harness ASSY NCU shield Fig.
Guide Guide Connector Speaker harness ASSY Connector Speaker harness ASSY CN22 Main PCB
ASSY Fig. 361 376 Confidential. Speaker hold spring Lock Speaker unit Fig. 362 377 Confidential.
Taptite bind B M4x12 Joint cover Hook Hook Hooks Taptite bind B M4x12 Taptite bind B M4x12 Fig.
363 378 Confidential. Bosses Paper stack lever Bosses Paper stack lever Joint cover Fig. 364 379
Confidential. Guides Connector low voltage power. Guide Side thermistor harness ASSY. Connectors
Low voltage power supply PCB ASSY LV insulation sheet Fig. 372 385 Confidential. Hooks Air duct
Air duct Filter Pins main body Pins Pins main body Air duct. Laser serial label Laser plate Laser unit
Fig. Rubber foot Rubber foot Main body Fig. 382 394 Confidential. Hook Main PCB sheet Taptite cup
S. Front chute ASSY Taptite bind B M4x12 Guides Paper edge sensor. Internal temperature sensor
Guide Fig. 392 Harness routing Refer to “3. Internal temperature sensor”. Taptite bind B M4x12
Taptite cup S M3X6 SR Main PCB shield Hook Hook. This chapter also covers how to update the
firmware. Extract the copied file. Select the “Brother Maintenance USB Printer”. 4 Click the
“Brother Maintenance USB Printer” icon to select. Drag the SQWAVE.PJL and drop it. 3.1.2 Reset of
irregular power supply detection counter using the. Doubleclick anywhere in the window as pressing
the Shift key. 5 The Password window appears. Enter “replace” in the Password box, and then click
the OK button. The Password window disappears. 6 Select “Input information” from Menu. 7
“Printer Information”.

www.euroservicemilano.it/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1627374521
2e0d---brinks-6-outlet-outdoor-stake-timer-manual.pdf

This chapter also covers notdisclosedtousers function menus, which activate settings and functions
or reset the parts life. CONTENTS 1. The EEPROM can be customized according to the destination
of the machine. Moreover, the operational check of the LCD, operation panel board, and sensors,
print test, display of the log information and error codes, and change of the worker switches WSW
can be performed. Entering function code 01 initializes almost all of the EEPROM areas, but
entering 91 does not initialize some areas, as listed below. When you fix the machine and check its
operation, you need to perform this function last before packing and shipping. In the case of the
model without the numeric keys;. The worker switches have been set at the factory in conformity to
the codes of each country. In the case of the model without the numeric keys;. In the case of the
model without the numeric keys;. In the case of the model without the numeric keys; Press the
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button. The display items are shown in the table below. LAN connection status Active 100BFD
100BASET Full Duplex Active 100BHD 100BASET Half Duplex Active 10BFD 10BASET Full Duplex.
In the case of the model without the numeric keys;. Set in the PCLCore. There is not the influence of
the memory management problem of the MFC. Emulation Configure the setting for the Emulation.
Change the setting of the Function Menu. It is useful when the machine cannot print received data
due to the printing mechanism being defective. It is useful when the machine cannot print received
FAX file due to the printing mechanism being defective. In the case of the model without the
numeric keys;. In the case of the model without the numeric keys;. The “MAINTENANCE 77” will
appear on the LCD. In the case of the model without the numeric keys;. In the case of the model
without the numeric keys;. The display items are shown in the table below.Number Assigned
characters A, B, C D, E, F G, H, I J, K, L M, N, O P, Q, R, S T, U, V W, X, Y, Z.

The purpose of this function is to provide a means to resolve an error when a new toner cannot be
recognized by the machine, and the toner life display fails to be cleared. In this machine, the user
setting information is stored in the EEPROM and flash memory of the main PCB ASSY. You can
delete all the data listed below at a time with the procedure given below. The default setting is
“Stop”. 1 Press the Menu button, and then press the 1, 8 in this order. The deep sleep function is
used to stop the operation of the following functions whereas they are available in the normal sleep
mode. Confidential. Confidential. You can delete all the data listed below at a time with the
procedure given below. If you connect a multiple number of machines to your computer, the same
number of virtual USB devices will be automatically configured on your computer. Click Finish to
return. App. 32 Confidential. Select “No, not this time” and click Next. 9 Select “Install the software
automatically Recommended” and click Next. App. Click Finish to return. 12 Repeat the steps from 9
to 11 three times, and then complete its installation. 13 Disconnect the USB cable. We have 19
Brother DCP7060D manuals available for free PDF download Service Manual, User Manual,
Software Users Manual, Basic Users Manual, Advanced Users Manual, Quick Setup Manual. By
parts code you can check what other devices it is used. You can print your Parts List or export to
Excel to further work with it. We only help you to create your parts list for request from your
suppliers. Add your headers and comments. Use saved Parts Lists as templates to create new lists.
Change the contents of the old list and save it as new. You can add, delete list items, change
headers, comments and quantity of spare parts. Manuals and User Guides for Brother DCP195C. We
have 4 Brother DCP195C manuals available for free PDF download User Manual, Parts Reference
List. Model Number DCP193C, DCP195C, DCP197C.

DCP365CN, DCP373CW, DCP375CW and DCP377CW. Circle your model number. All the Brother
manuals and user s guides are available for free view without any registration. Mfc j615w Dcp 195c
Service Manual Free ebook download as PDF File .pdf, Text File. The Brother logo is a registered
trademark of Brother Industries, Ltd. Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session.
Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other
manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical
shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need
acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu
viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera
you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with
CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant PRINTER forum topics Brother
DCP357C nyotatofej kiszerelese es tisztitasa Kaptam egy Brother DCP357C kombinalt nyomtatot. A
szkenner mukodik, a fej viszont beszaradt allapotban volt a nyomto reszt mar evek ota nem
hasznaltak. A nyomtatofej ala ioncserelt vizes keztortlo papirt teve, sokadszori probalkozasra a
szines fejek beindultak, de a fekete nem. Szeretnem kiszerelni a fejet egy alaposabb kozvetlen
oldoszeres tisztitashoz, de kene hozza a szervizkonyv. Ha valaki tud DCP350C, DCP353C vagy
DCP357C szervizkonyv elerhetoseget, nagyon megkoszonnem, ha segitene. Van egy kerrego hang ez



a probalkozasok kozt jott elo amikor a nyomtatofej a bal szelso helyzetbe mozdul. Szervizkonyv
nelkul nem akarok kiserletezni. Udv. Gabor Brother HL2170W lezernyomtato nem akar bemelegedni
MEGOLDVA Sziasztok. Mar egy jo ideje kaptam egy Brother HL2170w nyomtatot, egy 50wos !
110vos adaptert es a spaci kabelt, azzal a keressel, hogy nem muxik, javitsam meg.

Latvan hogy a cucc Amerikabol szarmazik, mondom a tulajnak, hogy en megjavitom, de a javitas
koltsegeihez adja hozza egy kb 1 kwos 110vos trafo arat is, ami bizony eleg sokba fog fajni neki. Erre
azt mondja akkor dobjam el, neki nem eri meg ennyi penzt fektetni bele. Nem dobtam el, mostanig
oriztem, mert nem volt idom ra. Most kibontottam, es a tapban csak egy 125vos tulfeszvedo z1 adta
meg magat es termeszetesen az F2, a 4As bizti. Z2bol 10A nem jott ki az elteto fust, Z50 gyarilag ki
van sporolva. Ezeket azert irom igy le, mert a SM fennt van a Tanyan, en is innen okultam volna.
Sokat gondolkoztam, ha megjavitom a tapot, mi legyen a tovabbi sorsa, hiszen nekem sem all
modomban egy ekkora bazi nagy trafot tenni melle. Inkabb levalasztom a nagy fogyasztot, a
kemencet, kicserelem a lampat egy 220vosra es direkt adok neki halozati feszt, a tapot meg a
csomagban kapott 50wos adapterrel taplalom 110val. Mindez meg is tortent, az F1 es F2 kozos
pontjarol levalasztottam a kemencet es beadtam neki a 220vot, a tapot magat pedig 110val
taplaltam. A PC2 optocsatolo triak labain 90vact merek, a TRA1 triak A1A2 labain szepen megvan a
220v. Ha valakinek van valami otlete, szivesen veszem, megkoszonnem. Ja, es szkopom nincs, csak
egy alap multimeter. Brother DCP115C Udvozlok mindenkit! Egy oriasi problemaval allok szemben.
Ebbol az allapotbol nem lep ki a nyomtato. Egy ismerosom gepen szinten ez olvashato. Tudja valaki,
hogyan lehet lenullazni azt a szamlalot ami ezt szamolja. Probaltam par forumba beleolvasni, de csak
annyit talaltam, hogy egy bootloader programot kellene elinditani aminek a neve BHL2.
Termeszetesen ezt a programot nem talaltam meg, nem tudtam letolteni. Ha valaki tudja a
megoldast kerem irjon. Udv. Gyula Brother DCP115C Segitseget szeretnek kerni egy Brother
DCP115C nyomtato javitasaval kapcsolatban. A hibajelenseg az LCD kijelzon Nem lehet nyomt.
Szervizmenube lepve Error code 51.

Latszatra elkezd tesztet vegezni a nyomtatofej, a ket veghelyzet kozott mozog, es tisztitast vegez,
majd megall, es a fenti hibauzenetet adja a keszulek. A keszuleket tisztitas lehetetlen hibaval hoztak,
ezt megoldottam, majd miutan a gepet meg teszteltem, halozatbol kibe, utana jott a most tapasztalt
hiba, itt megakadtam. Ugy tunik nem szorul semmi, a fej kezzel konnyen mozog. Eddig meg nem
talalkoztam ezzel a tipussal, lenne valakinek otlete, mi lehet a hiba oka. Vagy egy szervizkonyvet
tudnatok kuldeni Koszonom elore is a segitseget. Similar manuals You can write in English language
into the forum not only in Hungarian. Please use the box above to search for any other
information.Note. If you can start the cleaning process manually if there is finished, the machine will
automatically clean the print head when needed. Cleaning too often uses ink unnecessarily. Press
Menu. If the print has not improved call Brother Customer Service. See Brother numbers uu page
i.Note. If you do not know the security information., please consult the router manufacturer, your
system administrator, or internet provider. For Wireless Network UsersHow to open the cover. I
cant print with the black colour. Posted by emailwilliam 6 years ago Brother International MFC290C
Color Inkjet AllinOne Answers Manual For Dcp J140w Posted by Octava 7 years ago Brother
International DCPJ140W Answers Service Manual Posted by Anonymous103471 7 years ago Brother
International DCP 110c Color Flatbed MultiFunction Center Answers Brother Dcpj125 Service
Manual Posted by lan569 7 years ago Brother International DCPJ125 Answers I know its outdated
and I do not see a firmware update optio. And by having access to our ebooks online or by storing it
on your computer, you have convenient answers with Brother Dcp130c Manual. To get started
finding Brother Dcp130c Manual, you are right to find our website which has a comprehensive
collection of manuals listed.

Our library is the biggest of these that have literally hundreds of thousands of different products
represented. I get my most wanted eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes,



try any survey which works for you.
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